
So... What’s Nu? 
Mazeltov! 

Births 
David and Romaine Buchalter on the birth 

of a son  
Norma Robinson on the birth of a 

grandson 
Tammy and Gary Brower on the birth of 

twins 
Raymond and Aviva Hack on the birth of 

twin grandchildren 
Rabbi Greg and Hanna Bank on the birth of 

a son 
Brian and Heather Bank on the birth of a 

grandson 
Stephen and Lynette Goldberg on the birth 

of a granddaughter 
David and Atara Goldberg on the birth of a 

daughter 
Standford and Future Mncube on the birth 

of a son 

Engagements 
Marc son of Louis and the late Hilary 
Defries on the occasion of his recent 

engagement to Pamela daughter of Colin 
Fluxman and Sandra Fluxman 

Davening Times 
Shacharit 

Monday and Thursday – 06h00 & 06h45 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday – 06h15 & 

06h45  
Sundays and Public Holidays – 07h00 & 

8h15 

 Mincha – 18h15 

Rosh Chodesh / Fast Day / Chol Hamoed 

1st Minyan – If any of the above falls out 
on a Tuesday, Wednesday or Friday the 

service will commence at 06h00. 
2nd Minyan – Davening will commence at 

06h30  

SOMETHING HAPPENING IN YOUR 
FAMILY???? 

PLEASE CONTACT THE SHUL OFFICE 

Mourners Sitting Shiva 
2 low benches have kindly been donated 

for mourners to borrow while sitting Shiva. 
If you wish to you use them, please contact 

the office. 

SECURITY 
CSO Security / Medical Emergency & 
Information Number: 086 18 000 18. 

Edited by Rabbi Suchard 
Published by Sandton Shul 011 8834210 / 

sandtonshul@sandtonshul.co.za 

Fire and Ice 
By Michoel Gourarie 

In this week’s, Torah reading we read the story of the ten plagues that punished the Egyptians. 
The seventh plague that G-d sent upon the Egyptians – the plagues that made way for the 
final exodus from Egypt – was hail. Enormous hailstones rained down, destroying Egyptian crops 
and damaging their fields. But then the Torah adds a miraculous detail that is somewhat 
puzzling. It tells us that each hail stone contained a flame of fire that burned inside the ice. What 
purpose did that fire serve? 

The Zohar explains that the ten plagues were not sent just to dismantle Egypt's infrastructure. 
They were powerful forces that provided the Jews with strategies for spiritual rehabilitation. 
Each plague carried with it an important lesson in the journey of growth and true freedom. 

Hail is cold and icy and symbolizes insensitivity and indifference to other people and their needs. 
The "hail" personality is someone that appears to lack the capacity to care, to be compassionate 
or to love. This is someone that seems totally cold and couldn't care about anyone or anything. Is 
this person beyond hope? Can a spark of love be ignited? 

With this plague the Torah declares that even the stone hearted can be aroused. Every person 
has a flame of love and compassion within them. But with some that flame is a love of self, 
driven by ego and channelled inwards rather than towards others. The result is selfishness and 
care for one self, with insensitivity to others. The fire burns, but it is hidden inside the ice. 

All that needs to happen is for the ice to melt, and the fire of love and compassion will be visible 
to all. To achieve this, the "hail" individual needs to do two things: 
a) Chip away at his/her ego by developing a sense of humility.
b) Begin to do acts of kindness and love even in the absence of motivation. The deeds
themselves will stoke the fire. 

The flame always burns. It is up to the individual whether it will be hidden by hail or burn openly. 

Candle Lighting: 27 Jan – 6.15pm 
Mincha:  6.20pm  
Havdalah:  7.35pm 
Parsha:  Vaeira 
Haftorah David Jacks 
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01 Shevat 5777 
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ART SCROLL: 
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Haftorah Page 1208 
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Praying for the Government 
God bless America? 
by Rabbi Benjamin Blech 
This past Friday a newly elected leader took the oath of office as the 45th president of the 
United States of America. Thousands of years before this historic moment the rabbis of the 
Talmud codified the proper Jewish response. 

While politics have no place in a house of God, religion dare not be insensitive to the reality 
of the role of governmental leadership. A Mishnah in Ethics of the Fathers teaches the words 
of Rabbi Hanina, identified as the assistant to the high priests of his time: “Pray for the well-
being of the government, for were it not for the fear of its authority a man would swallow his 
neighbor alive” (3:2). 

Throughout the centuries in the many lands of our exile, synagogues faithfully followed this 
rabbinic injunction. It was no accident that a Jew, Irving Berlin, penned the lines of “God 
bless America”; he merely put into words what our people had religiously expressed for 
millennia. The places which afforded us a home deserved our gratitude, just as Jeremiah had 
instructed us on the eve of our first exile, to “seek the welfare of our government and to pray 
for it” (Jeremiah 29:7). Prayers for the government were on every Sabbath and holy day an 
integral part of a traditional Jewish service. The specific text may have varied in order to 
take into account the titles and names of government officials but every congregation 
understood that a moment of prayer needed to be set aside for the health and welfare of 
those responsible for the functioning of the social order. 

But there was something far more profound in the formulation of this idea as expressed in 
the Talmud. It was an insight which only becomes clear when we know a bit more about its 
author, Rabbi Hanina. And it sheds light on the relevance of praying for the government and 
its leaders today when there are many whose disappointment with elected officials moves 
them to do away with continuing this age-old custom. 

Rabbi Hanina was not the high priest. He never achieved this lofty title, in spite of his 
obvious qualifications. He was passed over many times, doomed to remain deputy not to one 
but to numerous high priests. And we know why he was rejected, never to achieve his life’s 
dream of the high priesthood. It was all due to the corruption of the government of his time 
in the period of the Second Temple. Bribery paved the way for inferior candidates to be 
placed into a position meant for the most deserving spiritual aspirant. 

Rabbi Hanina, perhaps more than anyone else, personally understood the potential for the 
corruption of politics, the failings of kingship in his days or even democracies in our days. 
Yet it was precisely Rabbi Hanina who is quoted as source for the religious imperative to 
pray on behalf of the well-being of governments – “for were it not for the fear of its authority 
man would swallow his neighbour alive.” 

Governments, with their faults, are still preferable to anarchy, as Winston Churchill 
insightfully remarked, “Democracy is the worst form of government – except for all those 
which preceded it.” 

Those who have chosen to cease to recite the ancient prayer for the government because 
they are not pleased by the results of the most recent election are missing the very point of 
the custom’s origin. 

We do not pray only on behalf of the very best leader. We pray because we value leadership, 
and we pray for God’s assistance to inspire those we have chosen to fulfill heavenly ideals. 
We pray not because we are certain we have found the perfect government but because we 
know it is only God who can help to perfect it. 

Prayer needs to outlast the four-year changes of government – because prayer is nothing 
less than our earthly link with the Almighty’s prophetic vision of eternity. 

FUNNY THINGS: Picture Perfect
As a professional photographer, Judy Salzberg takes a lot of pride in her pictures. Wherever she 
goes, she brings her pictures with her, to show off her work. 

She and her husband Harold were invited to the Epsteins for Shabbat Dinner and Judy brought 
her pictures along. 

“Wow,” said Mrs. Epstein, “these are really nice pictures. You must have a great camera.” 
Fuming mad at the implication that her whole talent came from her camera. Judy waited until 
the end of the meal and then thanked her host, “Thank you, the Shabbos meal was delicious,” 
and then as if an afterthought added, “you must have a great oven.” 

Our Sandton Jolly Seniors Club 
Food for thought with Rabbi Shaw! 

Join us on Wednesday mornings for a fun morning! 
Bring your friends! 

Time:  10h00  Venue: Games Room 

Got a Halachic Question? 
Need a quick answer 

Sms or WhatsApp Rabbi Shaw on 072 6966535 or e-mail davidshaw@sandtonshul.co.za 

Shabbat Halacha 
By Rabbi Suchard 

If a woman forgets to light candles on Friday afternoon. Our Rabbis ruled that from the next week she must add 
a candle to her previous number.  A woman accepts Shabbat after lighting the candles unless she makes a 

condition to only accept Shabbat after she drives to Shul. 
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